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Is Washington Planning “Operation Barbarossa
2.0”? War against Russia?

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, June 07, 2015

Region: Russia and FSU, USA
Theme: Militarization and WMD, US NATO

War Agenda

On June 22, 1941, Hitler launched Operation Barbarossa against the Soviet Union – perhaps
the largest ever invasion force by one country against another involving up to four million
combat and support troops.

His ambition to conquer the Soviet Union, acquire Lebensraum, its resources and enslave its
people failed. So did Napoleon 130 years earlier against Tsarist Russia.

Does Washington plan repeating their mistakes?

Anti-Russian hostility and saber rattling should scare everyone. US-NATO military exercises
on Russia’s doorstep are provocative.

They repeat with disturbing regularity. BALTOPS is the latest.

On June 5, NATO said “(s)cores of ships and aircraft from 17 countries are taking part in
Baltic Sea naval drills as part of exercise BALTOPS which started on Friday, 5 June 2015 and
runs until 20 June.”

“Allied participation demonstrates NATO’s resolve to defend the Baltic region,
and will hone the ability of Allies and partners to work together.”

“Fourteen NATO Allies are joined this year by NATO partners Finland, Georgia
and Sweden. Overall, 5,600 troops will be involved.”

NATO Commander of Naval Striking and Support Forces  Admiral James Foggo said “(t)his
exercise represents  an important  opportunity  for  our  forces,  as  allies  and partners,  to
enhance our  ability  to  work  together  and strengthen capabilities  required  to  maintain
regional security.”

Washington orchestrates NATO war games – anti-Russian/Chinese/Iranian exercises at a
time no threat from these country exists, when America, its rogue NATO allies and Israel
alone threaten world peace.

A previous article asked if US-dominated NATO planned war on Russia – the madness of
potential nuclear confrontation if launched.

Mounting evidence should give everyone pause for  concern.  Provocative US-dominated
military exercises near Russia’s borders suggest preparation for war.
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So does irresponsible Russia bashing – a regular drumbeat of Big Lies. State Department
spokeswoman Marie Harf is paid to lie.

“Russia bears direct responsibility for what’s happening in Ukraine,” she says – despite no
evidence suggesting it, plenty pointing fingers at Washington and its rogue allies.

Harf repeatedly blames “Russian separatists” for daily Kiev war crimes – naked aggression
waged with full US support.

Russia is the continent’s preeminent peacemaker. America and its Kiev proxy want war.

On  May  28,  NATO  deputy  secretary  general  (its  de  facto  boss)  former  US  Defense
Department  official  Alexander  Vershbow  repeated  the  same  Big  Lies  about  Russia  he’s
blustered  numerous  times  before,  including  claiming:

— “Russia’s illegal and illegitimate annexation of Crimea:”

— Russia undermines regional peace:

— Russia “br(ought) war to Eastern Ukraine:”

—  Russia  supports  Donbass  militia  fighters  “with  weapons  –  including
sophisticated  heavy  weapons  –  with  soldiers  and  with  training:”

— “Russian aggression” destabilizes Ukraine: FALSE! The whole world knows
no Russian aggression exists.

— Russia  “use(s)  force –  or  the threat  of  force –  to  achieve its  strategic
objectives:”

These allegations are false.

Vershbow said “(w)e are putting NATO into a position of strength…to protect our allies (and)
engag(e) with Russia” – code language for confrontation stopping short of declaring war.

Ahead  of  his  visit  to  Italy,  Vladimir  Putin  addressed  irresponsible  Western  “Russian
aggression” accusations saying:

“I think that only an insane person and only in a dream can imagine that
Russia would suddenly attack NATO.”

“I think some countries are simply taking advantage of people’s fears with
regard to Russia. They just want to play the role of front-line countries that
should receive some supplementary military, economic, financial or some other
aid.”

Russia’s  military  policy  isn’t  “global,  offensive  or  aggressive,”  he  stressed.  (V)irtually  no
bases  abroad”  are  maintained.

Moscow wants demilitarization while Washington’s agenda is polar opposite.

“I invite you to publish a world map…and mark all the US military bases on it,” he said. “You
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will see the difference between Russia and America.”

Military spending of NATO countries is tenfold Russia’s budget. Washington is installing so-
called “anti-missile systems, bases and radars in European territory (and at) sea” – ignoring
Russia’s warning about undermining international security.

America under George Bush withdrew from the ABM treaty, not Russia. It  limited anti-
ballistic missile arsenals. Putin called it “the cornerstone of the entire international security
system.”

“Everything we do is just a response to the threats emerging against us,” he explained.

“Besides, what we do is limited in scope and scale, but is, however, sufficient
to ensure Russia’s security.”

In late May,  Putin spokesman Dmitry Peskov commented on the threat  of  Washington
installing so-called missile defense systems in Ukraine, saying:

“(W)e can only perceive it negatively…because it will be a threat to the Russian Federation.
In case there are missile defense systems stationed in Ukraine, Russia will have to take
retaliatory measures to ensure its own safety.”

Ukraine  remains  a  dangerous  global  flashpoint.  At  an  extraordinary  FridaySecurity  Council
meeting, Russian envoy Vitaly Churkin explained repeated Kiev violations of Minsk ceasefire
terms.

“OSCE  monitors  should  not  simply  note  ceasefire  violations,  but  clearly  write  down  the
purpose of  these attacks,  and who suffers  from them –   civilians  or  military  units  carrying
out artillery fire against settlements,” he said.

Ahead of the June 7 and 8 G-7 summit in Germany, Obama spoke with Poroshenko. He
reaffirmed strong US support “for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.”

He blamed Russia and Donbass freedom fighters for Kiev high crimes. So did US UN envoy
Samantha Power atFriday’s Security Council session – bashing Russia irresponsibly like she
always does, systematically ignoring hard truths.

Washington  wants  Putin  ousted.  They  want  regime change in  Russia.  They  want  pro-
Western stooge governance replacing its sovereign independence.

They risk heading things recklessly toward WW III.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site atsjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
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Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.

It  airs  three times weekly:  live on Sundays at  1PM Central  time plus two prerecorded
archived programs.
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